To the Editor:

We are sincerely interested in the current developments of the dining issue. The purpose of this letter is two-fold: to express our opinions and to encourage sufficient press coverage and to relate and clarify certain facts about the dining issue.

We support the December 10th meeting of the G.A. commons and student representatives because our opinions of both dining program and administration should be shared and carefully considered by each party.

The Committee on Campus Dining (CCD) Report was written as an outline of a cohesive dining issue. The purpose of this proposal is to improve the dining hall. (Senior House just submitted its proposal.)

The dining program, which is two-fold: to express an opinion whether he wanted by someone else or not the right to suppress

We were not personally allowed to suggest specific word changes. Speaking of word changes, I, Anita Bliss, would like to clarify some previous statements that were made in The Tech. When asked by Steve Schenck for comments on the CCD report, I spoke for myself because the question addressed to me was, "What good do you think would come from the CCD report?" I was never asked what McComb felt. Steve did not state whether he wanted by opinion of professionals on all visas (which I detested) forced me to drink. I merely avoided them, realizing that my participation or non-participation was strictly a matter of personal principle which happened to differ from those of many.

I feel that Ms. Fleischer has taken a good point (lack of sensitivity to certain minorities) and tried to stretch it too far (forbidding people to express their beliefs publicly). Surely mutual acceptance and tolerance must prevail.

Richard L. Jamison

Immigration Problems?

Stop By My Office

Conveniently Located in Central Square

Professional consultation on all visas you are entitled to, deportation defense and naturalization.

Steven A. Clark

Attorney at Law

678 Main St., Cambridge

354-1550

 Maintenance

Cuneo's

Friday, December 7, 1979

Plan to be with us.

To Hamilton Standard?

Do you know the HAMMOND standard?

Locally, 15 miles from downtown Hartford.
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